
Command Words – GCSE 

Please refer to the command words for each of your subjects to allow 
you to gain an understanding of what the examiner wants you to do. 



Art



Business Studies



Child Development
 

Marks 

available 
Skills/Command words 

1-2 marks 

• Definitions e.g. Name 

• Identify  

• Multiple choice 

• Describe 

3, 4 & 5 

marks 

• Explain  

• Identify 

• Describe  

• Name  

6 marks 

• Explain why… = reasons 

• Explain how … = process (examples) 

• 2 ideas in detail 

8 marks 
• Discuss (e.g. the benefits of…) 

• Explain the (advantages and disadvantages of…) 

Identify – choose the correct answer/give a list of the correct features.  

State – give the correct key word/give correct descriptions.  

Name – give the correct key word. 

Describe – give a clear description.  

Explain – provide reasons. Give detail/evidence about how something works/to 

support the argument you are making.   



Computer Science 



Drama



Economics



Engineering
Typically for a Pass grade you will find;

Describe Give a clear description that includes all the relevant features - think of it as ‘painting a picture with words’

Define Clearly explain what a particular term means and give an example, if appropriate, to show what you mean

Design Create a plan, proposal or outline to illustrate a straightforward concept or idea

Explain Set out in detail the meaning of something, with reasons. More difficult than describe or list, so it can help 

to give an example to show what you mean. Start by introducing the topic then give the ‘how’ or ‘why’

Identify Point out or choose the right one or give a list of the main features

Illustrate Include examples or a diagram to show what you mean

Outline Write a clear description but not a detailed one

Summarise Write down or articulate briefly the main points or essential features

Typically for a Merit grade you will find;

Analyse Identify separate factors, say how they are related and how each one contributes to the topic

Assess Give careful consideration to all the factors or events that apply and identify which are the most important or relevant

Compare/Contrast Identify the main factors that apply in two or more situations and explain the similarities and differences or advantages and disadvantages

Demonstrate Provide several relevant examples or related evidence which clearly support the arguments you are making. This may include showing practical skills

Design Create a plan, proposal or outline to illustrate a relatively complex concept or idea

Explain Provide details and give reasons and/or evidence to clearly support the argument you are making

Justify How/ Why Give reasons or evidence to support your opinion or view to show how you arrived at these conclusions

Typically for a Distinction grade you will find;

Assess Make a judgement on the importance of something – similar to evaluate

Criticise Review a topic or issue objectively and weigh up both positive and negative

points before making a decision

Draw conclusions Use the evidence you have provided to reach a reasoned judgement

Evaluate Review the information then bring it together to form a conclusion. Give evidence for each of your views or statements



English



French 
 

What it will say on the exam paper: What you need to do: 

Complète les phrases en choisissant un mot ou des mots 
dans la case.  

Fill in the gaps in the text using words from the word 
bank.  

Il y a des mots que tu n’utiliseras pas. You will not use all of the words 

Mets une croix dans la case correcte. Put a cross in the correct box 

Réponds aux questions en français. Be sure to answer the question in French 

Il n’est pas nécessaire d’écrire des 
phrases complètes. 

You don’t have to answer in full sentences 

Ecris 80-90 mots environ en français. Write between 80 and 90 words in French 

Traduis en francais Translate what follows into French 

Tu dois faire référence aux points suivants: You must include the following points 
 
 

Ecris une réponse à Dominique Write an answer to Dominique (or whoever it says you 
should write to) 

Décris-moi la photo Be prepared to give a description of the photo 
 

Regarde la photo et prépare des réponses sur les points 
suivants 

Look at the picture and prepared the answer for the 
following 4 bullet points: 

? nager - quand Ask the examiner  a question – here when you can go 
swimming 

Autre chose? Say more! You haven’t said enough in your answer yet. 
Include an opinion or more detail. 

! Be prepared to answer a surprise question 



Geography
Marks available Skills/Command words

1-2 marks
• Definitions

• Skills (using map or graph)

• Multiple choice

3-4 marks
• Describe

• Suggest

• Use 2 ideas (could be  1 idea for 3 marks)

6 marks
• Explain how = process (in order)

• Explain why = reasons

• 2 ideas in detail

9 marks
• Evaluate (positives/negatives)

• To what extent (how much, look at both ends of the argument) Pick 2 concepts and give both sides

Assess - Make an informed judgement. - For example, ‘Assess how effective your presentation technique(s) were in representing the data collected in this enquiry’ 

Compare - Identify similarities and differences. - For example, 'Using Figure 4, compare HDI values in Africa and South America‘

Describe - Set out characteristics, ‘say what you see’ - For example, 'Using Figure 9, describe the distribution of areas with existing licenses for fracking in the UK' Where are they, how spread out are they?

Discuss - Present key points about different ideas or strengths and weaknesses of an idea. - For example, 'Discuss the effects of urban sprawl on people and the environment. Use Figure 3 and a case study of a major city in

the UK‘                                                                                                                          

Evaluate - Judge from available evidence. - For example, 'Evaluate the effectiveness of an urban transport scheme(s) you have studied. Did the scheme work or not? Was it effective?

Explain - Set out purposes or provide reason. Give detail about how something works - For example, 'Using Figure 12 and your own knowledge, explain how different landforms may be created by the transport and 

deposition of sediment along the coast' How are these landforms made?

Justify - Support a case with evidence. Give reasons for your decision. - For example, 'Transnational corporations (TNCs) only bring advantages to the host country.' Do you agree with this statement? Justify your decision. 

Outline - Set out main characteristics. - For example, 'Outline one way that Fairtrade helps to deal with the problems of unequal development' 

Suggest - Present a possible case, put forward an idea. - For example, 'Suggest how the sea defences shown in Figure 11 help to protect the coastline' 

To what extent - Judge the importance or success of (strategy, scheme, project). - For example, 'To what extent do urban areas in lower income countries (LICs) or newly emerging economies (NEEs) provide social and 

economic opportunities for people?' 

Use evidence to support this statement - To select and present information to prove or disprove something. - For example, 'Weather in the UK is becoming more extreme.' Use evidence to support this statement. 



German What it will say on the exam paper: What you need to do: 

Fülle die Lücken aus Fill in the gaps in the text using words from the 
word bank 

Beantworte die Fragen auf Deutsch Be sure to answer the question in German 

Schreiben Sie ungefähr 80 bis 90 Wörter Write between 80 and 90 words 

Übersetze ins Deutsche Translate what follows into German 

Du musst diese Punkte einschließen You must include the following points 
 
 

Schreiben Sie eine Antwort an Peter Write an answer to Peter (or whoever it says 
you should write to) 

Beschreibung des Fotos Be prepared to give a description of the photo 
 

Schau dir das Bild an und sei bereit, über 
Folgendes zu sprechen: 

Look at the picture and be prepared to talk 
about the following 4 things: 

? Schwimmen - wann Ask the examiner when you can go swimming 

Sonst noch etwas Say more! You haven’t said enough in your 
answer yet. Include an opinion or more detail. 

! Be prepared to answer a surprise question 

 



History 
Question style Exam it’s featured on Marks AO

Describe 2 features Medicine/Normans 4 1

Identify a specific detail and give further description of what it is/ how it works.

Explain why/Explain How Medicine/Normans/Germany 12 1/2

Give reasons that either justify an event or say what happened

Write a Narrative Account Cold War 8 1/2

Create a chronological sequence of events, with a clear beginning, middle and end. (This led to…)

Explain 2 Consequences Cold War 8 1/2

Say what happened as a result of an event or action. – can be good or bad.

Explain the importance Cold War 8 1/2

Explain something in the ‘big picture’ context. 

Explain similarities/differences Medicine 4 1/2

Give evidence from two time periods to show how things changed or stayed the same 

How useful are sources B+C Germany/ Medicine 8 3

Evaluate sources based on their provenance (PON) and Content (C) using your contextual knowledge

Follow up source X Medicine 4 3

Identify a possible source to find that would help your enquiry

2 things you can you infer from 

source A?

Germany 4 3

Use the source to make an educated guess on the question focus

How far do you agree? Medicine/ Normans 16 1/2

Make a judgement on the argument, using both sides to form your answer (OOO)

How far do you agree with 

interpretation X?(int)

Germany 20 4

Evaluate the historical opinion, using both sides of the argument

Interpretations – ‘what’ is different Germany 4 4

State the difference of opinion. Good vs bad, successful vs unsuccessful

Interpretations – ‘why’ is it different Germany 4 4

Explain why the historians have different opinion (EAT) evidence used, author’s style, title focus



COMMAND WORDS:

✓ Define – Give the meaning of

✓ List - Make a list

✓ Identify – clarify or explain using examples

✓ State/ Outline – Write clearly but briefly

✓ Describe – Give an account of

✓ Discuss – Give important aspects of; give advantages and disadvantages of; give

benefits and constraints of

✓ Explain – Make something clear giving your reasons

✓ Suggest – Advise or recommend

✓ Evaluate – Give important aspects of; and give your opinion of

✓ Assess – Consider, weigh up, evaluate, and make judgement about.

✓ Benefit(s) – A (or more) positive aspects

✓ Reasons – Tell me why?

Hospitality & Catering 



Maths 



Music 



Music 

Structure

The overall shape of the 
music, how the sections 

are put together

Sonata form

Exposition, Development, Recapitualtion.
Often used in first movement of symphonies or 

concertos

Ternary form

Music with three sections, 
1st section repeated at the 

end. 

ABA

Rondo form

The main theme is repeated after contrasting sections. 

A B A C A D

Binary form

Music with two 
contrasting sections, 

each repeated. 

AABB

Theme & variations

Music with a main idea with is 
then varied. 

A A1 A2 A3 A4



Physical Education

o Compare – identify similarities/differences

o Discuss – present key points about different ides / strengths and weaknesses of an idea

o Evaluate – judge from available evidence

o Explain – set out purposes or reasons

o Justify – support a case with evidence

o Apply – put into effect in a recognised way

o Consider – review and respond to given information

o Illustrate – present clarifying examples

o Suggest – present a possible case/solution

o Calculate – work out the value

o Complete – finish a task by adding to given information

o Define – specify meaning

o Describe – set out characteristics

o Identify – name or otherwise characterise

o Interpret – translate information into recognisable form

o Outline – set out main characteristics

o State – express clearly and briefly



Religious Education 
Evaluate

Tests evaluation. It requires students to consider different viewpoints and arrive at a judgement.

Explain

Tests knowledge and understanding of (eg) teachings or practices. It requires students to identify at least two relevant points and demonstrate understanding by some development.

Explain different attitudes to…

Tests knowledge and understanding of different attitudes about an ethical or philosophical issue or belief.

Explain how X may influence Y

Tests knowledge and understanding of (eg) how a religious belief or practice influences individuals or groups.

Give

Tests recall of knowledge, eg two examples or two beliefs.

Why

Tests analysis. It requires a reasoned consideration of a single point of view through a logical chain of reasoning.



Science



Spanish
What it will say on the exam paper: What you need to do:

Rellena los huecos Fill in the gaps in the text using words from 

the word bank

Responde las preguntas en español Be sure to answer the question in Spanish

Escribe entre 80 y 90 palabras en español Write between 80 and 90 words in Spanish

Traduce al español Translate what follows into Spanish

Debes incluir los puntos siguientes You must include the following points

Escribre una respuesta a Miguel Write an answer to Miguel (or whoever it 

says you should write to)

Describe esta foto Be prepared to give a description of the 

photo

Mira la foto y prepara las respuestas a los 

siguientes puntos

Look at the picture and prepared the 

answer for the following 4 bullet points:

? Cine - precio Ask the examiner when you can go 

swimming

Algo más Say more! You haven’t said enough in your 

answer yet. Include an opinion or more 

detail.

! Be prepared to answer a surprise question


